Volunteer job title | Computer Programmer
---|---
Department | Tech
Reports to | Tech Chair

**Overview**

Computer programmers are responsible for the software that we use in our studio and flex room, including design, installation, and maintenance.

**Duties and responsibilities**

- Researching software solutions used by other community radio stations, including costing and sourcing
- Design and installation of software solutions that meet the station’s needs
- Development of custom software
- Producing training manuals and other resources about CFUZ’s software

**What we’re looking for**

- A working knowledge of Java, Python, PHP, C++, JavaScript, or other software languages used at the station **is required**
- A basic knowledge of spreadsheets, documents, how to use a search engine, and email is required
- Responsive (answers emails fast)
- Respect for confidential information (system login, password)
- Willingness to learn our station systems and how they operate
- Desire to work as part of a team

**What’s in it for you**

- Chance to use an expert skill
- Influence on the development of CFUZ’s software infrastructure

**Training and resources provided**

- Access to the Peach City Radio Forge collaborative project environment
**Hours and working conditions**

- Occasional, on-call

**Responsible for supervising**

Not applicable
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